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ACI Worldwide: Replace Paper with Cost Savings!
ACI Worldwide had to gain control of their spending. With incredible
growth in the business, multiple offices and more than 2000 employees
making purchases, a paper-based requisition process meant that at any
given time, thousands of dollars were being spent that no one could
track, no one could trace to the approver, and no one could report on
spend versus budget. The paper process lacked visibility and accuracy
and created incredible workload around manual record keeping of
requisitions in file folders. The purchasing process was costing a lot
of money not just in items being purchased but in the lack of control
that a paper-based system created.
“Because it was all on paper, there was a lot of maverick purchasing”,
said Eric Gilmore, Purchasing Manager for ACI Worldwide. “Goods
and services were being bought that no one had seen or approved.
Unplanned, unauthorized spending was a normal occurrence.”
ACI had three very specific requirements when they set out to find a
purchasing system. They wanted to implement spend control in a way
that was specific to the purchasing lifecycle, not as an afterthought in
an accounting package. Their requirements?
1. No more paper – ACI wanted to eliminate paper routing
and faxing.
2. Minimal impact on the IT Department - ACI wanted something
they could administer easily and implement quickly.

At A Glance

Client Profile
ACI Worldwide develops software to help
financial institutions process electronic
payment transactions. Last year they processed
80 billion consumer payment transactions and
managed an estimated $5 trillion in wholesale
payments.
ACI has more than 2000 employees worldwide
and offices in principal cities around the globe.
More than 800 customers in 88 countries use
their software every day to process electronic
payments.

Business Challenge
ACI suffered from the challenge of having no
formal Purchasing Department and manual,
paper-based requisitioning and purchasing
processes. Spending was unplanned and
unauthorized – in short, out of control.

Solution
SpendMap was used to eliminate paper-based,
manual processes and gain control of ACI’s
spending, resulting in bottom-line savings.
SpendMap allows companies to track, manage
and secure the purchasing process in a way
that provides control and visibility.

3. No more “sneaker network approval management” – the system
had to enforce approval routing rules in a way that was flexible
to set up, easy to change, and didn’t rely on moving paper from
desk to desk or city to city.

Because ACI’s goal was to move from post-purchase approval to prepurchase approval, they needed electronic requisitioning, not just
purchase order automation. So they looked at many products but didn’t
see the functionality they needed to achieve true spend management,
until they found SpendMap.
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“When we first saw the demo, I saw immediately
that it was highly intuitive and easy to figure out,”
said Gilmore. “My biggest fear as a Purchasing
Manager was the risk of implementing a system
that no one would adopt. The first step to achieving
visibility and control was getting the users to put
their orders in the system. It had to be easy and
make sense.”
In addition to ease-of-use from an end-user’s
perspective, ACI appreciated the ease of
administration that SpendMap offers. Being able
to modify approval flow in real time and change
the system’s configuration without programming
or advanced technical skills were all tremendous
“wins” for the Purchasing Department.

Result
SpendMap Reduced the
Administrative Burden
Eliminating the manual processing and
record keeping of requisitions and purchase
orders translated to time and cost savings
throughout the entire process, as did the
elimination of calls and e-mails to find out
the status of orders. “In order to see what
was purchased in the past, we were
spending a lot of time compiling manual
reports using a spreadsheet. Now I have
instant access to that information,” says
Gilmore.

SpendMap Helped ACI
Achieve Spend Control
“Now I see everything” says Gilmore. “We
have eliminated unauthorized spending
which translates to immediate, bottom-line
cost savings for our company.”

SpendMap Supports Strategic
Purchasing Initiatives
“After a year of using the system, I saw that
we were spending $2M plus with one
vendor. With the information that
SpendMap provided, I was able to negotiate
a 9% reduction on all new purchases with
that vendor. This saving alone paid for the
system many times over.”
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MCS Wins with Free Purchase Order Software
Time for a Real Purchasing System
Managed Care Systems (MCS) was struggling to
control their Purchasing, inventory and budgets with a
patchwork of outdated systems. Having grown to over
300 employees, MCS was overdue for an upgrade.
Unfortunately, there was no budget for a new eprocurement system, but that didn’t stop Eric Jeffers, who
is responsible for the Purchasing Department at MCS.
“Our old system was written in-house a bunch of years
back and it was starting to fall apart,” says Eric. “The IT
Department didn’t want to invest resources to fix it, so we
kept limping along. Plus, as an add-on to the Help Desk
system, it was really just an over glorified word processor
to start with; it could print a PO and keep some history,
but there was still a ton of manual effort and duplicate
data entry for each order, and it didn’t track inventory or
provide any budget controls, which were big problems.
We were constantly going over budget because the
managers who were approving orders couldn’t see the
status of budgets real-time. And we were running out of
stock all the time, which meant a big panic, rush orders
and extra charges for expedited deliveries”.
So when Eric found SpendMap with its real-time
budget and inventory controls fully integrated with its
world-class Purchasing functionality, he was optimistic
to say the least. “I have been working in Purchasing
departments for 15 years and this is by far the best
purchasing software I have ever seen,” says Eric. “You
can’t imagine how disappointed I was when I was told
that we had no budget left for a new system and I had to
wait until the following year”.

No Budget? No problem.
Luckily for Eric and MCS, SpendMap had just
announced the Free-Procurement Project, a totally
free version of SpendMap for small business and small
buying groups in larger organizations. “To be honest, I
was a little skeptical,” says Eric. “I knew that the (paid)
web-based version was the right product for MCS

because we have remote locations and a fairly large
number of users, but with our old system falling apart
and no budget for a new system, I was willing to give
SpendMap’s free version a try.”
So Eric rolled up his sleeves and started implementing
the Free Version of SpendMap.
“I’ve worked with e-procurement systems in my previous
positions at Frito Lay and other companies, so I had a
pretty good idea what this type of system can do, and
how to get it set up,” says Eric. “There’s certainly more to
it than firing up a Word Processor or something, but the
Video Tutorials, detailed Help System and free online
support that SpendMap provided with the free software
really made it easy.”

Immediate Results
Once he started using SpendMap, Eric saw an immediate
reduction in paperwork and manual effort for each order,
but that wasn’t enough. He knew that to get approval for
the web-based version that he wanted, he would need
support from others at MCS, so he recruited a colleague
who processes a high volume of orders for her
department. “Renee immediately took to the system
and provided me with some very positive feedback about
SpendMap, so now I had some backup,” says Eric.
But the real turning point was when managers starting
approving requisitions in SpendMap. “The managers that
were frustrated by our old systems were the same people
who I needed support from to upgrade SpendMap,”
says Eric. “Once they saw how easy it was to review
requisitions and check budgets in SpendMap, the
system sold itself”.
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Eric Gets His Wish

About Managed Care Systems

A few months after implementing the
Free Version of SpendMap, Eric finally got
funding for his new e-procurement system,
and upgraded to the web-based version of
SpendMap.

Based in Bakersfield, California,
Managed Care Systems provides quality
administrative and clinical support services
to organizations responsible for providing
medical services through health plan
agreements or health benefit programs.
MCS’s clients include medical groups,
independent physician associations
(IPAs), and specific employers.
www.managedcaresystems.com

Almost immediately, the number of users
on the system jumped from 5 to around 50.
“Nothing against the free Windows/desktop
version, but there’s nothing like a web-based
system when you have a bunch of users,”
says Eric. “Now everyone just logs into
SpendMap using their web browsers,
without having to install software on each
PC. Plus, the web-based “Shopping Cart”
format makes it super easy for the people
that are requesting items.”
“And don’t even get me started on the
PunchOut Module,” says Eric. “Our staff
can shop on our vendors’ e-commerce
websites as they always have, and the items
are pulled back into SpendMap and
dropped onto the Requisitions
automatically. Our people love it and gone
are the days of having to correct pricing,
since the pricing and other details come
right from the supplier’s website.”

About SpendMap
SpendMap is a leading developer of costeffective software solutions for companies
that need to streamline their Purchasing
processes and better control their spending.
For 20 years, SpendMap has been helping
customers improve their purchasing,
payables and materials management
processes to slash paperwork, control
spending and cut costs.
www.SpendMap.com

A Worthwhile Effort
Thanks to Eric and his don’t-take-no-foran-answer approach, Managed Care
Systems now has a fully-integrated, reliable,
and easy-to-use system for requisitions and
approvals, Purchase Order management,
supplier invoice approval, consumable
inventory control, and asset management,
with real-time budget controls and visibility
for his managers.

To learn more about the
Free-Procurement Project or
to download your free copy of
SpendMap, please visit our Blog
at www.Free-Procurement.com

Since the system was implemented a year
ago, there has not been a single stock-out
at MCS.
“I am truly thankful for SpendMap,” says
Eric. “For the first time in years, I have the
right tools to do my job. I can manage our
corporate spending with much less effort
now, so I finally have the time to do the job
that MCS hired me to do.”
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Can You Control Spending by
just Automating Purchase Orders?
When McKella280, a commercial printing company in Pennsauken, NJ,
started to look for software to automate their purchase orders, they had
one goal in mind: Get all of the hands out of the pot! Too many people
were making financial (purchasing) commitments on behalf of the
company; there was no accountability and everyone was purchasing
everything. McKella280’s goal was to gain control of spending and
make the purchasing process highly visible.
“We started our search like everyone does,” says Louis Titano, the
Purchasing Director of McKella280. “We started on Google and saw
lots of companies selling lots of stuff. SpendMap immediately stood
out because of the way they tackled the problem. They understand the
complexity and process of procurement at a deeper level than most.
You can’t eliminate rogue spending if all you are doing is automating
a purchase order.”
What began as an expedition to buy software to support automation
and accountability, turned into a very different type of journey. Free of
charge, SpendMap worked with the McKella280 team to map out their
procurement process and together they quickly determined that it was
holes in the process that was causing the rogue spending, not just a lack
of software.
“I leaned heavily on SpendMap to help me. They could see 5 miles
down the road where I couldn’t. The spend-mapping was huge; it
brought to light areas that I didn’t realize would be an issue. The
software is only part of it. There was also a cultural change needed,”
said Titano. “It’s a mindset using Spendmap that helps in other areas
of the purchasing process which is far more important than putting
in software.”

Highlights
1. Eliminated rogue spending within two
months of system implementation
2. Can now access data on spend history to
negotiate lower pricing (information that
used to take three weeks to gather now
takes five minutes)
3. SpendMap integrates with QuickBooks
accounting system to export approved
invoices for payment
4. SpendMap team helped with each stage
of the implementation (installation,
configuration, PO form design, etc.) to
get it right the first time

Visit www.spendmap.com to take
a Virtual Tour and see how you
can gain control of your spending
and move From Damage Control
to Spend Control™

McKella280 staff has all agreed that just providing purchase order
automation software and saying “good luck” would not have had any
value to the company. In order to truly understand accountability and
workflow to eliminate rogue spending you need to get the process
right, not just automation tactics.
Plan. Spend. Thrive.
“And as far as the software itself goes, it really is a phenomenal tool,”
says Louis Titano. “During my evaluation, I didn’t realize how powerful
the system was; it wasn’t until the implementation that I determined
what was needed to support an automated purchasing process. I have
been using the system for a year and I am still finding new tools and
more efficient ways to use it.”
1-800-506-3366 www.spendmap.com
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Stein Mart: You can’t cut and paste your way
to accountability and purchasing control.
Stein Mart was tired of piecing together spreadsheets to

At A Glance

prepare budgets and purchase supplies for their retail stores.
More importantly, Stein Mart wanted to maximize accountability.
When the Store Operations team at Stein Mart decided to automate
their purchasing process for indirect (non-resale) items, accountability
may have been the driving force to move to a spend management
system but a multitude of other benefits followed.
“Our budgeting for capital expenditures and approvals was a messy
process,” says Steve Approbato, Director of Store Operations Analysis
and Budgeting for Stein Mart. “We would send out blank spreadsheets
to ask what the stores needed for things like paint, lighting, carpeting,
etc. These were sent via email and then they would be filled out and
returned. We would spend days copying and pasting data together to

Client Profile
Stein Mart, headquartered in Jacksonville,
Florida, is a national fashion merchandise
retailer of fashion apparel for women and
men, as well as accessories, gifts, linens and
shoes. Begun as a single store in Greenville,
Mississippi, the company operated 280
stores in 30 states as of February 2008

Business Challenge
Stein Mart was running their purchasing and
budgeting process on spreadsheets which
could not be easily tracked, cross-referenced or
reported on and required incredible manual
effort of compiling data. The process was
prone to errors and there was a concern over
SOX compliance.

get an overview of the requirements and budget before the actual
purchasing process began. We were relying on the integrity of email
for sending and receiving data, which could not be reported on.”
Stein Mart wanted a new system that fully complied with Sarbanes
Oxley. Steve and his team needed to ensure that everything the stores

Solution
SpendMap was used to eliminate manual
processes and gain control of Stein Mart’s
budgeting and purchasing processes.
SpendMap allows companies to track, manage
and secure the purchasing process in a way
that provides control and visibility.

had requested could be tracked and properly accounted for. SpendMap
gave them the control that they needed to be SOX compliant. Since
everything is entered in one place, they can track each order back to the
date that it was requested, approved, ordered and delivered.
Stein Mart had one primary requirement when looking for a system;
IT MUST BE USER FRIENDLY! Stein Mart had tried to implement
another purchasing package that did not work out. It had a clunky
interface and was difficult for store managers to use.
“We hire our store managers to manage our stores, not to learn
software,” says Steve. “If they didn’t find the system easy to use,
then we knew we would not achieve our ultimate goal.”
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Some of Stein Mart’s
other requirements:
▲

Needed to create a hierarchy for purchasing
and approval

▲

Needed the ability to add multiple catalogs
of products and update pricing in one place
for all stores

Benefits of the SpendMap
system that followed;
▲

Minimized errors

▲

Created accountability

▲

Eliminated the burden of hand writing
orders and the manual analysis of data that
went with it

▲

Minimized the time-consuming process of
routing versions of spreadsheets back and
forth between stores and management for
approvals

SpendMap Achieved Spend Control
Today, when a requisition is created in the
SpendMap system, all the store manager has
to do is approve or reject the request on-line
and, at the end of the process, a summation
is created of what each store has requested
and what is being purchased. Today, the
Budgeting Team doesn’t miss items because
there is a complete audit trail in the
database. Millions of dollars in assets is
significant enough to catch the attention
of the auditors. Now the Stein Mart
management team can trace all purchase
orders back to a requisition. Also, the
Purchasing staff no longer has to sit there
for weeks and go through every line item to
create purchase orders manually.

Once SpendMap was implemented,
what was the outcome?

SpendMap Reduced the
Administrative Burden

“Peace of mind. We could all breathe a
little easier knowing we had gained control
of the process and achieved accountability,”
says Steve.

“The stores are no longer calling up asking
‘Where’s my order? Did you put it through?’.
Purchasing managers can immediately go
into the system and see what was approved
or not approved and the stores get
immediate feedback about what has been
ordered or if it’s on back order. We handle
everything just by checking PO status in
SpendMap. Before there was lot of digging
around trying to find information. Now it’s
all much more streamlined,” says Steve.
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